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experience the full capabilities of this site. The excitement of exploring somewhere new. Or the
everyday adventures of your daily routine. Harman Kardon brings beautiful sound to every drive
in Subaru. From the clean, precise treble to the deep, booming bass, this is sound that you feel
at the very heart of you. Enjoy sound powerful enough to fill the spacious interior of the largest
Subaru ever. With Harman Kardon in your Ascent, you and your passengers can wrap
yourselves in rich, full sound provided by 14 speakers and a watt amp. Turn on your favorite
playlist and lose yourself in truly immersive surround sound, even with a full complement of
kids in the back. Set the perfect mood for a weekend getaway to the mountains. Or celebrate in
style on the ride back from a well-earned soccer win. With 9 speakers and watts of power,
Harman Kardon provides a unique sound experience for every passenger in this sporty,
spacious SUV. Sit back and feel the passionate rhythm of your music all around you. From a
family camping trip to a cross-country journey, Harman Kardon in your Outback is the perfect
companion on any adventure. Heart-pounding performance meets breathtaking sound. With 9
speakers and a watt amplifier, the Harman Kardon sound system adds to the excitement of
every moment behind the wheel in these sporty sedans. Adventure is out there â€” meet it with
Harman Kardon in your Impreza. Eight speakers and a watt amplifier completely envelop
passengers with radiant waves of sound, making the world around you more vibrant, and each
moment richer. You can do it all with Harman Kardon in your Subaru Crosstrek. GreenEdge
combines an environmentally friendly design, energy saving technology and exceptional sound
quality to create a sound system that delivers unmatched efficiency and beauty. Discover new,
breathtaking details in your favorite songs. Clari-Fi technology analyzes digital audio files in
real-time and brings them back to life, revealing the beautiful and delicate audio details that are
often lost in digitally compressed music. From the rumble of the bass to the trill of the trumpet,
hear every note with incredible clarity. Patented QLS technology separates input sources,
redistributing them into individual streams and speakers to create truly immersive surround
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components, this is your inexpensive replacement option for your rebuild, repair, and
maintenance needs. When you select a genuine OEM part - you can rely on the high quality and
effectiveness of the product and brand without having to guess if the product will work in
sequence with your vehicle. Protecting your investment is important and choosing the right
parts can be challenging. Stick with what you know and choose a genuine OEM part. Skip to
main content. FREE delivery: March 2 - 8. Fastest delivery: Feb 26 - March 4. Only 9 left in stock
- order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
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Purchase. This is a very good upgrade to the stock sound system with OEM compatibility
making installation utterly simple various install videos on YouTube, follow along step by step
and truly anyone can do it. My one complaint is that the speakers are very apparently designed
with the OEM Kicker subwoofer in mind and produce less bass than the stock system. While the
sound is much improved, the bass output is less than what the stock speakers are capable of.
The Kicker system is worth it, but I would strongly recommend you get a small subwoofer with
it. The reason this is mentionable to the average consumer who is not an audiophile is because
these speakers, sold as a direct upgrade, absolutely output less bass than the stock speakers.
And importantly, I was satisfied with the level of bass from the stock speakers. These speakers
are light years apart from the junky factory speakers in my Subaru Crosstrek. Though they don't
provide the loudest or thump-iest bass, they sound so clean, and even at volume half way they
sound crisp, loud and clean, as opposed to the factory speakers where you had to crank it to
hear anything I suggest you go into the settings and play around with the treble, bass, mid, etc.
I also suggest getting the Kicker Tweeter upgrade for me it was a HSFJ , they really do tie
everything together. Strongly recommend. It was a breeze to install and sound amazingly better
than factory. I have the stock head unit and I can turn the volume to max without any distortion.
Cons: As other reviews have mentioned, the bass aspect is truely lacking. Also, I've read that
max watt is around 65w. If you're going to and add an amp for thesee door speakers, i wouldn't
recommend these. Yes, they are easy to install; but if using an amp, you can getter better
quality speakers for cheaper and you'll only need a few additional minutes to slice and secure
speaker wires. One person found this helpful. Night and day difference in weight, material
quality, and sound quality. Not in love with the price but they are truly plug and play, installed
all 4 with the optional tweeters as well in under 30 minutes. The stock speakers are a complete
joke! I think ill add an alpine power pack amp to the stock head unit and really wake these new
speakers up! These new speakers are very visibly higher quality than the OEM speakers and fit
perfectly. The best part of the sound improvement is that I can run the volume very low and still
get great clarity whereas I had to drive the OEM speakers pretty hard to get highs of of them. I
should note that I do have the optional aftermarket tweeters as well and that likely contributes
to this experience as well. These won't knock your socks off, but they are a definite
improvement. My son and I spent about and hour getting them installed. Once we figured out
the best way to remove the door panels, the quicker it went. Be careful you don't break any
clips, or maybe just get some replacements beforehand. You will break one or two, no matter
how careful you are. Easy to install and sound is incredible. Should have
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